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It's been a while since the last newsletter, so let's take a look at what's been happening 
since then...

News
All change at the top – Tavey has stepped down as SLA Council Moderator. She held the 
post since February 2010, initiating (and also carrying out) many updates to Ten Forward 
amongst other behind-the-scenes improvements, hosting at one point all of our Message 
Board sims and holding us together through difficult times, during which simming as a 
whole changed in so many ways. Big Thank You to Tavey, without whom the SLA probably 
wouldn't still be here in order to be able to say it!

Council
The current Council stands as follows:

Council Moderator Kris (Kris)
Engineering Chair David (dpwilliams2)
Finance Chair VACANT
Personnel Chair Ryan (popcornman)
Publications Chair Alison (Foxy)
Recruiting Chair VACANT

If you would be interested in any of our vacant posts, please email slakristin@gmail.com

New Sims
Since the last issue of the Monthly, two new Message Board sims have started.

Star Trek – USS Legacy
The USS Legacy sim takes place in the Abramsverse alternate reality of Star Trek. Legacy 
officially launched on July 4, 2261 and is the second Constitution class starship to go on a 
five year deep space mission. The USS Enterprise, the first, launched the previous year. At 
this time, Starfleet is still in rebuilding mode as Nero destroyed much of the fleet at Vulcan 
in 2258 and Khan killed many of the upper echelon of Starfleet at the beginning of the 
movie, "Into the Darkness". As a result, many younger officers are now being placed in 
positions of power and reserves and injured veterans are being called out retirement and 
the academy to staff the ships. The crew of Legacy is no exception to this current state of 
affairs, Captained by the relatively young Cynthia Lynette Jackson and her First Officer, 
Phil Wilson who was brought out of teaching at the academy. 
The Legacy, itself, reflects the state of Starfleet. Legacy is built from the remnants of ships 
that escaped the black hole at Vulcan. Its sister ship, Vulcan is in production. Both were 
built to honor those that had fallen and their enduring legacy to Starfleet's mission of 
exploration, peace and discovery. 
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Star Wars – Dragon Squadron
The Alliance to Restore the Republic has just had its first major victory against the 
oppressive Imperial regime. Though it was not destroyed, the attack on the Death Star has 
dealt a major blow to the Imperial war machine, in both resources and man power. But the 
victory doesn’t come without a cost. With the location of their hidden base revealed, the 
Alliance now faces the difficult task of relocating their main operations base to a new 
system. To complicate matters, the Emperor, furious after losing his newest toy, orders the 
immediate destruction of all suspected rebel cells. The galaxy is suddenly a dangerous--
and deadly--place for the Alliance and their supporters. Desperate to turn the Empire’s 
attention away from the Alliance, Senator Mon Montha turns to the daughter of an old 
friend, a down-on-her-luck Mandalorian mercenary with a grudge against the Empire.
The proposition is simple: assemble a group of “privateers” to raid key Imperial supply 
lines and attack major manufacturing facilities. The goal: draw the Empire’s attention away 
from Alliance activities while the Alliance regroups and searches for a new location for its 
hidden base. The reward: anything and everything they can bribe, lie, cheat, steal, and/or 
commandeer from the Empire. The risk: death (or wealth, if you happen to have a fear of 
money)...

On the Horizon
More new sim ideas are currently being discussed. If you are interested in being part of 
something new, or have some ideas we might be interested in, please drop by the forum 
and check out our discussions in the Recruiting, Suggestion Box and SLA discussion 
threads. While you're there, say “hi” and play some games too.

Friends of the SLA
Chas Hammer founded Trek Online in 1996 and the Simming League in 1997. He is now 
retiring - handing over the projects that he has personally overseen to a team of people 
from across the simming world. These projects include the Simming Wikia, The 
Tournament of Sims and SciWorld. Chas has been a major player in the simming 
community and a good friend to the SLA and we wish him and those picking up his 
baton(s) well in their endeavours.

Calendar
Our Live Action sims are as follows:

Lionheart: Sunday @ 8pm Eastern AIM room SLALionheart
Mercutio: Monday 9pm Eastern AIM room mercutio
Potemkin: Thursday 10pm Eastern IRC room #uss-potemkin on Magicstar Server 

Useful links
SLA Sims website http://www.slasims.com/
10 Forward forum http://tenforward.slasims.com/index.php
Asimov Fleet wikia http://asimov.slasims.com/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page     
SLA CafePress shop http://www.cafepress.com/SLASimStore
SLA Zazzle shop http://www.zazzle.com/slasims
Simming wikia http://roleplay.wikia.com/wiki/Role_Play_Wiki
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